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introduction

something confounds many english language teachers now well
argued case fact english two formal tenses past present
these two tenses together english aspectual system cause consternation
among many english language teachers lewis short piece old edition

EFL gazette 1983 commented how few english language teachers know
difference between tense aspect mood english how few feel ought

know difference points develops later work see example
lewis 1994

much written recently english tense aspectual system
leech 1978 close 1992 batstone 1994 michael lewiss work

particular english verb 1994 conceptualisingconceptualizingconceptual ising very clearly notions regard
time tense aspect modality english what lewis attempts do much

work generalisegeneralismgeneralise concepts categories often treated
explained teachers students numerous sub rules falling under higher
concepts exceptions rule need learnt

despite arguments presented english tense system nonetheless
difficult certainly hong kong get english teachers believe english
does fact many tenses spanish gennangerman even latin
reference future time english expressed simply inappropriately
named future tense plus base form verb english
aspectual modal systems

interesting concept may experienced teacher trainers
teachers bent linguistics sessions different aspects language systems

too often presented rather dryly usually rather theoretical standpoint
consequently often fail make impression worse rouse trainees
interest I1 experimenting using humourhumous introduction
topic attempt get around linguistic impasse chiasson 2002
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recent article use humourhumous second language classroom hits nail

head quote dickinson 2001 classrooms laughter
welcome help bring learningleaming life introduction book humourhumous

classroom medgyes 2000 suggests jokes humourhumous effective way

helping students remember key concepts I1 concur very much these two
writers suggest humourhumous equally useful teacher training

thrust article practical session where I1 use humourhumous
introduction sensitisingsensitising trainees time tense english order orient
reader however I1 briefly discuss concepts involved time tense before
I1 describe content session

key distinction concerning present past time lewis makes 1994 69-

74 relates concept immediacyremotenessimmediacy remoteness distinction what
essentially conditions speaker use present tense past tense

temporal distance generally understood difference

between present past now then

social distance explanations politeness

polite example

psychological distance immediacy perceived story

joke telling historic present making

event appear vivid

hypothetical distances first conditional Eklikelyely

second conditional

ununlikelyfikely 11wish 1I wish ferrari

belonged me

practice session

I1 now describe practical session lead trainee english language teachers
1 towards issues time tense aspect three activities here

first involves joke second third involve acted scenarios

prior activities warmupwarm I1 ask teachers groups pairs write
down how many verb tenses think english give me example
each tense
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activity

I1 then ask teachers put aside work tenses theyve just looking
should sit back relax im going tell them two jokes linguistic

point exercise however I1 tell them im going tell two jokes rather
differently apart hopefully finding jokes funny work
how language two jokes different

I1 experimented different types jokes here type joke lends
itself quite well those three nationalities variety type joke
known your trainees culture youre right isnt then you need get them

appreciate idea things tend get worse joke progresses through
characters important jokes your own nationality butt

joke otherwise things may seem bit racist year I1 tried less
nationality bound jokes experimented well known international
statesman george W bush my teachers found these jokes easier accept I1 include

two jokes below

george W bush I1 past tense

george W bush albert einstein pablo picasso
died due problems celestial time space
continuum mechanism three arrived pearly gates

less same time even though deaths taken place
decades apart first present himself saint peter
einstein saint peter questioned him

saint peter told einstein looked like einstein
idea things people do try sneak

heaven under false pretenses asked einstein
prove really einstein pondered few seconds
asked saint peter blackboard chalk
saint peter complied snap fingers blackboard

chalk appeared instantly einstein then proceeded describe
weird wonderful mathematics symbols special

theory relativity saint peter very impressed told
einstein sure really einstein welcomed
einstein heaven

next arrive picasso once again saint peter asked
credentials picasso didnt hesitate asked saint

peter minded used blackboard chalk einstein
used saint peter told picasso go ahead picasso rubbed
einsteinsernsteinsEinsteins formulas proceeded sketch truly amazing
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drawing bulls landscapes women captured essences
just few strokes chalk saint peter clapped told

picasso really great artist claimed
told him come

arrive george W bush saint peter scratched
head said bush einstein picasso both

managed prove identity asked bush how
prove bush looked really confused asked saint peter
einstein picasso saint peter sighed told bush
come

george W bush 2 present tense

george W bush calls vice president dick cheney
phone problem quite early morning cheney
asks him what problem

bush tells cheney hes bought jigsaw puzzle
too hard none pieces fit together cant see how do

puzzle hes struggling ever since got
just cant seem see how supposed fit together

whats picture cheney asks

great big chicken bush replies

cheney tells bush worry hell come right
look see figure together

cheney arrives bush thanks him coming
leads him kitchen table where laid cheney
takes look what bush struggling oh

heaven sake george put cornflakescomflakescomcornflakes back box

first joke told past tense direct speech dialogue

reported tenses back shifted etc second joke told jokes

completely present tense psychological distance lewiss term

dialogue should present tense ideally both jokes should take

same time tell couple minutes second joke bit shorter

first didnt matter I1 found

each joke I1 stop see students got punch line havent
I1 give them couple clues finishing second joke I1 ask them

found funnier invariably second

I1 then lead them back slightly boring perhaps linguistic purpose

how jokes different I1 get them discuss groups telling them
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ignore things like gesture local context etc rarely I1 found

actually pinpoint tense difference often theyll say things like direct speech

short sentences however good enough lead towards bringing two

tense distinction what I1 done times tape record two jokes I1

play back snippetssnippetysnippets you careful here though you dont want

completely kill jokes

activity two

now move next activity note I1 am yet ready formally start

discussing time tense objective here concerns social distance politeness

teachers terms I1 set scene telling my teachers holiday

london looking big ben clock lost policeman passing

stops asks help ask him directions stage I1

put UK bobbysbobbye helmet picked souvenir shop oxford street while

holiday rock my heels say

good morning miss you appear having problem you lost

teacher I1 address inevitably say something like

yes I1I1 am em you tell me way big ben

point I1 stop take off my bobbysbobbye helmet say right same scenario

youre tourist london looking big ben youre lost time young

10 year old boy comes you you ask directions again

I1 now put my 10 year old sons cap backwards course get down

my knees my eye level lower theirs start making noises playing

toy cars

hello miss looks like youre having problem you lost

brings response my teachers

yes I1 am em you tell me way big ben

activity three

brings us final activity concerns indirect speech although I1

dont tell my teachers activity I1 whisper something teachers ear

then move back class prompt someone obviously hadnt
able hear what I1 whispered ask what did say teacher I1 whispered

sentence then report whatever way feels fit person across

class what I1 said below couple sentences I1 whisper common

ways reporting them
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whispered sentence commonly reported

my sons getting married april said sons getting married

april

my daughters having baby said daughters having baby

christmas christmas

my father died easter said father died easter

im getting divorced january said getting divorced
january

you see good news marriage having baby etc tends reported
present tense immediacy speaker happy bidder good news

whereas bad news divorce death tends reported past tense speaker
prefer remote pieces news

now concluded presentation activities scene finally set
formal examination immediacyremotenessimmediacylremotenessimmediacy remoteness concept how links

present past tense point jokes these told
present tense called historic present eg communicative
grammar english leech svartikSvartkvartikik 1973 69 giving immediacy

joke tends increase chance people considering funny hence getting

laugh politeness understood same manner reporting
events now time take feedback how many verb tenses teachers identified

start session answers here vary many 24 depending
whether teachers counted conditions passives etc verb tenses stage

now set move ahead try convince them fact two tenses

homework once examined simplecontinuoussimple continuous aspectual contrast
teachers given task firstly involved identifying least two teachers

reference grammars uses present simple tense laid
grammar books common descriptive labels here general truth universal time
11present event habit talking planned events future etc secondly

attempt relate generalisegeneralismgeneralise lewiss terms different uses

sense immediacy present tense conveys

sense complete permanent fact simple aspect encapsulates
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conclusion

article described series language awareness activities designed get
english language teachers consider important notions time tense aspect

english adopt contemporary framework describing these notions

activities described usually found engaging entertaining teachers

although latter course primary purpose serve thought
provoking leadinlead get english language teachers consider aspects english
language currently described accepted accepting notion english

two tenses easy many english language teachers brought
paradigm matrix past present future tenses overlaid perfect

continuous conditionals series engaging activities I1 suggest
concept distance relates tense made much accessible

initial formal lecture subject

note 1 teachers local hong kong chinese degree holders enrolled
post graduate diploma education programmegrammeprogrammapro university hong kong
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